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A moment later, elder Xu walked into the living room. 

 

 

“Elder Xu, go and check the injuries of Luo Xue and Little Jiu. You must report the truth, or else they will 

not be spared.”Di Linhan said in a deep voice. 

 

 

“Yes!” 

 

 

Elder Xu walked to Yun Chujiu’s side first. “Ninth miss, please extend your right hand.” 

 

 

Yun chujiu blinked her eyes and extended her right hand. Elder Xu took her pulse and said: “Reporting to 

the Palace Lord, the Palace Lord’s wife, there is nothing abnormal about ninth young miss’body.” 

 

 

The Palace Lord’s wife’s heart trembled. It was over! Could it really be that little jiu was lying? Little Jiu, 

Oh Little Jiu, this time your cleverness might have been mistaken! What Ling Han hated the most was 

being lied to. Moreover, this matter had blown up to such a big extent, I am afraid that I would not be 

able to protect you. I can only slowly wait for Ling Han to calm down before I can help you plead for 

mercy. 

 

 

Di Linhan’s expression had indeed turned gloomy as he looked at Yun Chujiu with a heavy gaze: “Little 

Jiu Lass, didn’t you say that fourth junior sister had slapped you? Why Is Your Body Fine?” 

 



 

Yun chujiu said innocently: “Uncle, Madam Lan had indeed slapped me, but I had consumed a medicinal 

pill, so my injuries have recovered! Is this really that strange?” 

 

 

“Nonsense!”! Even if you had taken a pill, there would still be traces of it. Elder Xu, you were able to 

detect that you had suffered internal injuries, you are just trying to deny it! Little Jiu girl, I have always 

had a good impression of you, I think you are smart and intelligent, and you have a kind heart. I did not 

think that you would actually use such a small trick to frame someone, and even make a fool out of me, 

you have really disappointed me! “You should pack up your things and return to the Tian Yuan 

Academy!”Di Linhan said angrily, the veins on his forehead were popping up, and he was clearly very 

angry. 

 

 

Although the lady of the Hall Master had the intention to plead for mercy, but she knew that pleading 

for mercy now would only add fuel to the fire. She could only give Yun chujiu a look, meaning to wait for 

a while before saying anything else… . , she did not expect Yun chujiu to laugh coldly: “Uncle, ah, no, my 

Lord Hall Master, I have always admired and respected you the most. It is just that I did not expect that 

you would actually convict me before the matter had even been properly investigated. I am really very 

disappointed! “You said it yourself. If you want to chase me away, don’t worry. Unless you beg me, I 

Won’t take another step into the hall of eternal life. If I don’t keep my word, I’ll be struck to death by the 

Heavenly Lightning!” 

 

 

The palace master’s wife was so anxious that she wanted to bang her head against the wall. Little 

ancestor, why are you so stubborn at this time? ! Where did your usual cleverness go? 

 

 

However, Madam Lan was very proud in her heart. This was great! Although there was a slight deviation 

in the middle, the outcome was better than what she had expected. Not only was Yun chujiu, that B * 

tch, about to be kicked out, but she had also provoked her senior brother. She would never be able to 

return to the temple of Immortals in the future! 

 



boxn ov el. c o m 

 

At this moment, di beiming rushed over upon hearing the news. As soon as he entered the living room, 

he saw Yun Chujiu’s disheveled appearance and bloodshot eyes. Instantly, a cold aura spread from his 

body. 

 

 

“Little Jiu, what happened? Who Did This to you?” 

 

 

“Prince Charming, sob sob sob, I’m so sad. Uncle wants to chase me out of the Temple of Immortals. Not 

only did he scold aunt for that Old White Lotus, he even wants to chase me out now. SOB SOB…”Yun 

Chujiu threw herself into di Beiming’s arms and began to Howl. 

 

 

Di beiming clenched his fists. “Father, is what Little Jiu said true? Do you really want to chase little jiu 

away just for that one thing?” 

 

 

Di Linhan saw how di beiming was defending Yun Chujiu, he became even angrier: “Beiming! Ask Little 

Jiu what kind of good deed did she do? ! I asked her to apologize to fourth junior sister, but she was fine. 

Not only did she injure Luo Xue, she even claimed that fourth junior sister had injured her. In the end, 

when elder Xu checked, she was not injured at all, it was obvious that she was lying ”! She had gone too 

far. What’s wrong with me chasing her out of the longevity temple?” 


